In the cursive handwriting recognition process, script trajectory segmentation and modeling represent an important task for large or open lexicon context that becomes more complicated in multi-writer applications. In this paper, we will present a developed system of Arabic online handwriting modeling based on graphemes segmentation and the extraction of its geometric features. The main contribution consists of adapting the Fourier descriptors to model the open trajectory of the segmented graphemes. To segment the trajectory of the handwriting, the system proceeds by first detecting its baseline by checking combined geometric and logic conditions. Then, the detected baseline is used as a topologic reference for the extraction of particular points that delimit the graphemes' trajectories. Each segmented grapheme is then represented by a set of relevant geometric features that include the vector of the Fourier descriptors for trajectory shape modeling, normalized metric parameters that model the grapheme dimensions, its position in respect to the baseline, and codes for the description of its associated diacritics.
INTRODUCTION
A major goal of pattern recognition research is to recreate human perception capabilities in artificial systems. Handwriting is an essential human skill, since it is one of the most familiar forms of communication. This is why a pen-based interface combined with automatic handwriting recognition will facilitate the use of mobile devices. It will do so by offering a very easy and natural data entryway [1] . This also explains the increase of interest in handwriting modeling and recognition over the last four decades.
Our paper deals with an integration process for the graphemes segmentation and features extraction of Arabic handwriting acquired online for script modeling and recognition. The baseline, on which the trajectories of aligned and joined characters are located, constitutes a useful segmentation marker for the acquired cursive script [2] [3] [4] . To detect it we decomposed the script path in groups of nearly aligned points according to the direction of their tangents to the trajectory. Then, the extracted sets of points were tested to verify the topological conditions to evaluate their relevance as a support for the baseline.
The segmentation module receives the preprocessed handwriting trajectory and the data defining the baseline direction of each pseudo-word as input. It extracts two types of particular points, which are the bottom of the valleys close to the baseline and the vertical trajectory turn back summit, for the fragmentation of handwriting that is in a basic shape called graphemes. The shapes of the segmented graphemes and their position in respect to the baseline are then modeled by extracting the relevant features vector. From parametric or structural techniques, the choice was for a mixed model: parametric features for graphemes structural entities representation, to ensure that the model can be adapted for fuzzy recognition approach with either limited or open lexicon context. Fourier descriptors are one of the most accurate tools for the parametric modeling of a closed path, which can be represented by a   2 periodic signature function [5] . They are successfully used to model the closed contours of the connected components area in the treatment process of digital images. However, taking advantage of their approximation aptitude in grapheme modeling requires the transforming of a non-periodic signature, corresponding to the open trajectory of a segmented grapheme, to a periodic function. On the other hand, we also needed to conduct a study to choose the appropriate number of harmonics k to consider for the approximation of the original signal by a Fourier series, which will allow us to define the number of Fourier descriptors that need to be inserted into a parametric model.
The features vectors is also enhanced by including other normalized geometric parameters that measure the dimension of grapheme and the positions of its trajectory extreme points in respect to the baseline and features representing its associated diacritics.
In the evaluation phase, we applied the system to the Arabic handwriting database (ADAB) [6] of the names of Tunisian towns online. We did so by using a classifier module based on hidden Markov models (HMMs) that we implemented via the HMM Toolkit.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present the state-of-the-art. In Section 3 we describe the preprocessing and the used baseline detection algorithm. In Section 4 we present the graphemes segmentation method. Section 5 illustrates the developed modeling approach and the extracted grapheme features vector. In Section 6 we conclude by presenting the experimental tests results and the perspectives of application and improvement of the developed modules.
RELATED WORK
The modeling and recognition approaches that perform an explicit segmentation in characters or graphemes for cursive handwriting are defined as analytical approaches [7, 8] . Their advantage is that they are able to work on an extended or infinite lexicon.
Prior to any modeling or recognition step, the acquired data is generally preprocessed to reduce noise, to normalize the various aspects of the trace, and to segment the signal into meaningful units. For Arabic cursive handwriting, baseline detection is a step that is principally used for the detection of delay strokes [9, 10] or character segmentation [4, 8] and features extraction [11] .
The geometric approaches of baseline detection, such as histogram projection [3, 7] , the Hough transform [12] , or the entropy method [7] , apply geometric transformation onto blocks of script that are large enough. This is done so as to detect the direction according to which the handwriting entities are aligned and appear mostly compact [7] . Conversely, the logic approaches of baseline detection are preceded by a topological analysis of the handwritten script to discern or to select the relevant points (trajectory vertical extremes [13] ) or stroke shape (valley [13] , loops [4] ) of the trajectory that supports the searched baseline.
Segmentation refers to the different operations that must be performed to get the basic entities of the handwriting that the recognition algorithm will have to process. It generally works on two levels. The first level deals with the entire text and focuses on line detection [14, 15] or more precisely-word segmentation. It proceeds by the detection of spatial zones or temporal order or both. At the second level, the methodology focuses on the segmentation of the input data into individual characters or even into sub-character units, such as strokes or graphemes. This operation is one the most challenging aspects, particularly for the recognition of cursive script.
Many segmentation techniques have been developed for the modeling and recognition of Arabic online handwriting, as discussed by Abuzaraida et al. [16] .
Izadi et al. [17] decomposed the signal into convex/concave segments that represent elementary shapes. In order to avoid finding segments of very short lengths, a threshold is applied to the length of the segment curve. This represents the sum of the lengths of the piecewise linear segments that construct the curve. Daifallah et al. [18] presented an algorithm that works on strokes and segments them into letters in the following four stages: arbitrary segmentation, segmentation enhancement, connecting consecutive joints, and locating segmentation points. Eraqi and Abdelazeem [9] segmented the pseudo-words in graphemes based on the detection of significant points. Their algorithm depends on the local writing direction and is independent of the baseline so as to be less sensitive to baseline detection errors. Sternby et al. [19] invoked a segmentation technique based on the principle of Frame Deformation Energy, where each stroke is subdivided into segments based on the orthogonal direction of the writing direction using a set of heuristic rules.
Elanwar et al. [10] proposed a segmentation-recognition procedure by using a dynamic programming algorithm to find a globally optimal set of cuts through the input test string (feature vector), which minimizes the defined cost function.
In the handwriting recognition field, many different techniques have been used. In [20] , the authors presented a connectionist approach. This uses a bidirectional single recurrent neural network with long short-term memory architecture that uses a function, known as a Connectionist Temporal Classification, which uses the network to label the entire input sequence all at once in a way to directly train the network to label unsegmented sequence data. This system was tested on the IAM online handwriting database (IAM-OnDB), and achieved a word recognition rate of 74.0%. This technique is also used by Graves et al. [21] .
In order to have better recognition accuracy, Liwicki and Bunke [22] proposed to not only use one recognition classifier, but to combine several individual recognition systems based on HMMs and bidirectional long short-term memory (BLSTM) networks that use various feature sets based on online and offline approaches. In [23] , the handwritten data is recognized by using continuous HMMs (each HMM models one character) after the identification of script lines. The character level accuracy is 63.3% and the word level accuracy is 64.8%.
For the recognition of online Arabic handwriting most studies have focused more on classification mechanisms than on other recognition aspects, like signal modeling. We noticed the great interest in the development of online handwriting recognition systems in [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . A variety of representations or signal modeling of isolated characters or that are assumed to be the result from a reliable segmentation stage have been used, such as a decomposition into characteristic strokes [29] ; global shape descriptors, such as Fourier coefficients [30] ; and local geometric descriptors, such as tangents [31] . For other scripts that are online, the coordinates of the input signal [24, 32, 33] , have also been used to extract time-dependent representation features, such as curvilinear and angular velocities [26, 34, 35] . All of these representations of form or pattern describe plausibly handwritten Arabic cursive script.
Respect to the state-of-the-art, the online Arabic handwriting modeling system that we are presenting addresses a mixed approach that represents the handwriting structural entities (graphemes) with a parametric features model that combines Fourier descriptors; geometric parameters, which measure the grapheme dimensions; and location, in respect to the baseline and codes that represent the grapheme associated diacritics.
PRE-PROCESSING AND BASELINE DETECTION

Size Normalization and Trajectory Filtering
We have applied the developed grapheme modeling system to online Arabic handwriting. A digital tablet, or a similar type of device, captures the handwriting trajectory. It may represent short messages, replies to an electronic form, notes on electronic agenda, lessons, e-mail, etc. The digital sampled trajectory of the pen is represented as a function of time of its points coordinates. The preprocessing stage aims to normalize the handwriting dimensions   Then we applied a second Chebyshev low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of f cut =12 Hz to the normalized trajectory in order to eliminate the noise introduced by temporal and spatial sampling [36] . Original trajectory Vertical normalized trajectory
Baseline Detection Algorithm
The baseline constitutes a topological marker for the segmentation of cursive handwriting in basic shape representing characters or graphemes [2, 3, 12, 13] . The algorithm that we used combines Geometric method with Logic procedure for handwriting Baseline Detection [37] . This is concretized by the following two steps: first, it detects a starting set   Str i M of trajectory points M i having a nearly horizontal tangent direction that will be decomposed in q groups of nearly aligned points In the case where the two measured distances exceed a maximal limit value, the point candidate M k is assigned to initialize a new group of points incrementing consequently the number q.
In the second step, the three most extended groups of points (in terms of the number of elements) extracted from the first step are then tested to measure their conformity to the topological conditions and rules that are specific to the Arabic handwriting baseline (listed below) and to evaluate their relevance to be recognized as such.
-Low angle of intersection between the upward trajectory and baseline.
-Reduction of the average angle of the absolute curvature of the graphemes segmented in respect to the assumed baseline. -Concentration of the contact points between handwriting strokes and the selected baseline on the trajectory middle part more than toward its endpoints. Tests carried out on online handwritten script from the ADAB database [6] give about 97.4% of goods baseline detection results (see Fig. 2 ).
GRAPHEMES SEGMENTATION OF HANDWRITING
The operation of handwriting segmentation is one of most challenging aspects, particularly for the recognition of cursive script [1] . The detection of the baseline by the above presented algorithm permits to define the virtual line, on which the cursive handwriting characters are Detected baseline Extracted groups of trajectory points arranged and/or joined. The inter-graphemes ligature valleys are localized in the horizontal median zone shared by all concatenated or isolated graphemes [38] . The estimation of the thickness of this zone permits to define a neighborhood around the baseline in what is estimated to be the presence of the ligature valleys.
Estimation of the Width of the Median Zone
For Arabic writing, the middle zone represents the most shared and thickest horizontal level of a line of script [38] . Its vertical width can be identified by analyzing the horizontal projection histogram [7, 39, 40 ] (see Fig. 3 ). Given that in our application the detected baseline may not be straight, the projection of the part of each continuous handwriting stroke (COHS)-handwriting trajectory limited between pen-down and pen-up moments-located above the baseline, is made according to its corresponding local baseline direction. This process conducts to the computation of an elementary horizontal profile H i (n) for each i th COHS. In order to quantify the positions of the projected points, we divided the distance on the profile vertical axis that is limited between the upper limit line and the baseline in N_int intervals. The histogram of the horizontal projection of the all text lines composed of j COHS is then obtained by the sum of their j elementary horizontal profiles:
The estimation of the median zone upper level (median line) consists in looking for the vertical level, which maximizes the derivative of the horizontal profile (see Fig. 7 ):
Thus, the thickness of the median zone (h ZM ) is obtained by measuring the distance between the baseline and the median line. 
Detection of the Graphemes' Limits
The term 'graphemes' defines the set of basic graphic shapes that cursive text is composed of. One grapheme can represent a whole character or a section of its tracing. Arabic characters such as ‫'ﺴ'‬ , ‫'ﺐ'‬ , ‫'ﺕ'‬ include one or several graphemes named 'nabra' ‫.'ﺪ'‬ The segmentation of the Arabic pseudo-words in graphemes is based on the detection of two types of topologically significant points (M PP ) (see Fig. 4 ).
-The bottom of the ligature valleys: this is the point of a trajectory segment moving from right to left that verifies the most local and closest position to the baseline with trajectory tangents that are parallel to its direction. -The angular point: this is the top point that represents the extremum of a vertical shaft trajectory turning back. Each M tm point corresponding to a local minimum of the absolute tangent deviation angle in respect to the baseline:
(where α baseline is the baseline slant angle), is considered to be a particular point candidate M PP . It will be kept as a particular point M PP if it is enough close to the baseline with a tangent to the trajectory that is almost parallel to it (bottoms of ligature valleys) or if it corresponds to a sharp deviation of the trajectory with an almost vertical median direction (angular points) (see Fig. 5 ). In our experiment we retained the particular points that verified the following empiric and topological conditions: (5) where R Δy , is the normalized ratio that represents the position of the point M tm in respect to the baseline. Δy is the distance between M tm and the baseline. h ZM is the width of the median zone. Δα is the deviation angle of the trajectory tangent on the M tm point in respect to the baseline. For the topological conditions (5) that have been reserved for the detection of the angular points; Δθ is the deviation angle between the direction of the tangents in the respective trajectory neighborhoods located before and after the M tm point. Devθ med is the deviation angle connected to the vertical of their median direction (see Fig. 5 ).
The values of the thresholds 
GRAPHEME MODELING
The objective of this section consists in extracting relevant parametric features that characterize the shape, dimensions and position of each segmented grapheme from the handwritten script. The used features set includes:
-Fourier descriptors for grapheme trajectory shape modeling.
-Geometric parameters for grapheme location and trajectory endpoints and maximum curvature point marking. -Representation of diacritics.
Fourier Descriptors for the Modeling of Grapheme Trajectory Shapes
Fourier descriptors represent one of the most accurate tools for closed contour modeling [5] . To benefit from their powerful capacity of periodic function approximation in segmented graphemes modeling, we must transform the signatures corresponding to the graphemes open trajectories into periodic functions. Let M 1 and M n respectively the start and the end points of the grapheme trajectory. The approach that we adopted to solve the problem of periodicity consists in running through the grapheme path in reverse directions; first from M 1 to M n and then backtracking from M n to M 1 (see Fig. 6 ).
The chosen function that we used as a grapheme trajectory signature   where dL i is the elementary curvilinear distance between the current point M i and its previous:
The Fourier series can approximate the defined grapheme signature, since it is a periodic (and symmetrical) function that verifies:
trajectory tangent inclination angle at the point M i for i =1, …,n (see Fig. 6 ).
We then calculated the Fourier descriptors parameters, which constitute the coefficients a 0 , a j and b j for j=1,…, k, of the Fourier series that approximate, at the k th harmonic, the signature function
For the reconstruction of both the grapheme signature and trajectory, we used the following approximation function that is comprised of the Fourier series: The choice of the appropriate number of harmonics k will be discussed in the tests and results in Section 6.
Geometric Parameters of Grapheme Location and Trajectory Marking
The Arabic letters or graphemes can be partially characterized by their measurements (vertical and horizontal dimensions L V , L H ) and the location of their trajectories in respect to the baseline. For example, the graphemes '۱' and ‫'ﺐ'‬ are quite distinct considering that only the dimensions the smallest quadrilateral rectangles (called a bounding box) [13] can surround all the points
composing each grapheme and for which an edge is parallel to the baseline (see Fig.  7 ). On the other hand, the levels of the bounding box's vertical edges respect to the baseline, allow to distinguish the graphemes that are written in over of the baseline ‫ﺪ'‬ , ‫ف‬ , …' from those that descend underneath the baseline ‫ﺮ'‬ , ‫ﺯ‬ , ‫ﻥ‬ , …' and from the character diacritics. To introduce more precision to the trajectory model, we also determined the angles of the trajectory tangent slant θ 1 , θ i , and θ n , on the respective three marking points of M 1 , M min , and M n and the algebraic values of the curvature angles α Ca_1 , α Ca_2 of the grapheme trajectory stroke draw before and after the M min extremum point. 
The Representation of Diacritics
The strokes of the diacritics are first filtered from the main handwritten script by examining the measurements and the positions of their trajectories in respect to the baseline. The detected diacritics are then analyzed and classified according to their sizes and shapes that are modeled by the Fourier descriptors as single dot, two merged dots, three merged dots, or 'shadda' ' ' using a k-nearest neighbors algorithm. The resultant numbers of the merged or discrete upper and lower diacritic dots associated to each segmented grapheme and its rate of association of the diacritic 'shadda' are inserted into the grapheme features vector.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In the evaluation phase, we applied the system to the ADAB database [6, 41, 42] , which includes the names of 937 Tunisian towns entered online. Details of different sets are presented in the Table 1 . 
The Estimation of Variables and Stability Analysis
Choice of a particular point's detection thresholds
Since the detection of the particular segmentation points, the bottoms of the ligature valleys and the angular points (extremum of a vertical shaft trajectory turning back) depends on the precision of the respective thresholds (4) and (5), the estimation of the values of these thresholds must be based on the statistical results of large experimental tests.
To estimate the value of the max y R  threshold we tested the system on a set of handwriting samples, including 6,135 valleys ligature adjoining the baseline, 742 leg valleys or pockets below the baseline, and 186 diacritical valleys or middle zone valleys above the baseline. The rates of ligature valleys correct and false detection are calculated for different values of the max y R  threshold going from 0 to 1 by a step of 8 1 (see Fig. 9 ). The rate of correct detection reaches its maximum for a max y R  value that is close to 0.5 before decreasing by confusing valleys of another level as a ligature valley. Fig. 10 ). 
Effect of the number of the Fourier descriptors' harmonics k on performance recognition
In a multi-writer context, the choice of the number of Fourier descriptors' harmonics k is a compromise between precision and generalization. Indeed, when the number of harmonics taken into account increases, the approximation of the grapheme signature accurate if its resolution in terms of the number of points   θ , M i i i =1,…,n is sufficient (the number of points n must be greater then 2k). At a given level, this accuracy allows a better distinction between the modeled graphemes. However, when the precision increases further, the obtained parametric model composed by the coefficients a j and b j contains data that models the writing style specific to the writer or even the noise at the harmonics of high frequency.
A statistical study has been conducted to determine the most relevant value of k for our application for multi-writer handwriting recognition. It consists in calculating the recognition rate R reco obtained on the same set of 15,138 word samples of the ADAB database written by 130 writers, for different values of k ranging from 3 to 12. It only considers the features vector of the Fourier descriptors a 0 , a j and b j for j=1,…,k. The obtained results are given by the function curve R reco = f(k) presented in Fig. 11 . We denoted that the maximum of the recognition rate curve coincides with the value of k=8. As such, in our application we kept a number of harmonics k=8 (see Fig. 11 ). 
Description of Experiments
Our system of online handwriting modeling went through several steps of change and improvement. In each step the system was tested to verify the effects of the introduced changes on the discriminating power of the system.
In its original version [11] , the system used a features vector of 21 parameters that was constituted only by the geometric parameters of grapheme location and trajectory marking (see Section 6.2). The trajectory filtering was more suitable to the resolution of the reconstructed skeletons of offline handwriting than to the ripple frequency of online handwriting because the extractor was used as a dual system offline/online [11] . In the second version, we used a Chebyshev low-pass filter (second type) at a cutoff frequency f cut of 12 Hz and a filtering window radius of R = 8. The features vector of graphemes was boosted by the introduction of parameters representing diacritics. The third version of the system was a version of a test for the Fourier descriptors features that we used to select the optimal number of harmonics (see Subsection 6.1). The fourth version used a features vector that combined the geometric parameters of localization and marking with the Fourier descriptors, and the features of diacritics.
All of these different versions of the developed handwriting modeling system were tested under the same conditions in order for us to be able to study and compare the effects of the introduced changes. In fact, we kept the same structure for the classifier to the output of the four modeling system versions that we trained using the first three sets of the ADAB database and tested on its fourth set. The classifier module is a network of interconnected discrete HMMs implemented through the HMM Toolkit as described in [43] . The HMMs that we used were implemented through the left to right discrete topology. The size of the codebook was fixed to 256 codes after several experimental tests. We used the Viterbi algorithm to train the proposed HMM system with the maximum amount of likelihood criterion. The system includes 360 mixtures with 36k Gaussian densities.
Results and Discussions
The results in terms of the recognition rate obtained by the successive system versions are presented in the Table 2 . The comparison between the results of versions 1 and 2 shows an improvement in the discriminating power of the system. This is due mainly to the consolidation of the features vector, which was achieved by introducing the parameters that represent the features of the diacritics, as well as to the calibration of the filtering parameters. The third version of the system that we used as a test to choose the optimal number of harmonics show lower performance than the association of the geometric features and features of the diacritics. The fourth version, which used a parameters vector representing the association between geometric parameters, Fourier descriptors, and diacritic features, improves substantially the recognition results achieving an average rate of 87.46% for the learning sets and 85.37% for the test set.
In Table 3 , we present a comparison between the results achieved by the last version of our system and the results of the systems that have participated in the ICDAR 2011 competition. The results of the latest version of our system are slightly lower then those achieved by the first system that competed for online Arabic handwriting recognition in the ICDAR 2011 competition and that was tested on the same ADAB database as our developed system. Conversely, our system is distinguished by its adaptation to applications of large or unlimited lexicons. This is thanks to the explicit segmentation into graphemes that it performs, which allows to conduct an initial level of classification on segmented graphemes. Other qualities may be cited as its less sensitivity to the horizontal variation of ligature elongation of 'madda' or white space [44] . This is thanks to the segmentation strategy inspired from the topological rules for the concatenation of Arabic characters for cursive handwriting.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we have presented a system for modeling the Arabic online handwriting based on the segmentation of graphemes. The system consists of the following three modules: baseline detection, grapheme segmentation and features extraction. The first module is characterized by the consideration of geometric and logic features for baseline detection. The second module uses the obtained baseline and the width of the writing median zone to extract particular topological points for the segmentation of the handwriting trajectory in graphemes. The third module extracts a set of parameters combining Fourier descriptors; geometric location parameters; and markings for the modeling of the shape, position, and the associated diacritics of each segmented grapheme. The experimental results show a progressive improvement of the recognition rate with the introduction of new discriminative features. As a continuation to this project, two studies are currently underway. The first one focuses on the optimization of the classification strategy. The second study aims to exploit the presented explicit grapheme segmentation approach to develop a handwriting recognition system that is applicable on a wide or open lexicon.
